One lift
that can
do it all.
One Lift, Two Jobs:
The first and only retractable
powered lift that is designed
to go from truck to cooler.

Fusion Duo Lift
Rehrig Pacific’s groundbreaking Fusion Duo Lift
does it all—including looking out for your drivers.
With the world’s first expanding and retracting fork
tine, it adjusts to almost any delivery pallet size.
It’s more nimble without losing its strength. It has
the ability to go from trailer to store and store to
cooler, eliminating the need for multiple pieces of
equipment and making beverage deliveries safer,
easier, and a whole lot faster.

Route Reduction:

20% Savings
What would an average
savings of $.05 per case
mean for your bottom line?

Increased Driver Retention:
Up to 75% reduction
of injuries due to
repetitive motion

Better for People, Better for the Planet:
Fewer trucks on the road reduces
carbon footprint

Features:
• Adjustable fork tines expand and retract
for full and half pallets
• Lithium ion battery included
• Redesigned chassis minimizes footprint to
maneuver through narrow aisles and coolers
• Fits most pallet sizes
• 3000 lb capacity
• Technology-ready
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Designed to fit
multiple needs
and pallet sizes.
Duo Pallet Delivery
• For both small and large format stores
• Lightweight, nestable style pallet
• Low profile and wider foot spacing for improved
stability and idle pallet storage
• Ergonomic handles for heightened associate safety
• Top deck anti-slip feature to prevent cases from sliding
off the pallet  
• Customized color and branding available to promote
brand equity and asset management
• Suitable for floor-ready displays
• 100% recyclable
• Manufactured from engineered High Density
Polyethylene (HDPE) using high-pressure injection
molding for enhanced strength and durability
• Available in two sizes: 19” x 47.5” and 20.7” x 47.5”

Standard Pallet Delivery
• For large format stores
• Can be used with standard pallets including
37 x 37 beverage pallets and 40 x 48 plastic
and wood pallets.
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